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great dashboard: a flexible tool that has the greatest 
chance of conveying intended meaning while also 
facilitating exploration of the underlying data

Requirements:
• Artist
• Designer
• Data Curiosity
• Growth Mindset
• Best Practices



Needs Assessment and Project Scoping

Narrow "what if..." to 1-3 
actionable statements

Get feedback on iterated 
prototypes

Prepare for maintenance 
and scope-creep



Narrow "what if..." to 1-3 actionable statements

what if… we could predict 
where pockets of diversity 

will be in CA’s future

summarize longitudinal 
outcomes for all CA 
public K-12 schools



Get feedback on iterated prototypes

if data prep is time 
consuming, quick prototypes 

can be created in Excel by 
resizing rows/columns



Prepare for maintenance and scope-creep

each field increases yearly 
maintenance requirements



Rules of Thumb for Design, Layout, and Color

Design: contrast, 
repetition, alignment, and 
proximity

Layout: page size, eye 
flow/reading order, and 
white space

Color: sparing, consistent, 
complementary, and 
accessible



Rules of thumb for design:
contrast, repetition, alignment, and proximity

example of alignment being 
used to create a cohesive feel

example of repetition being used 
to simplify visual processing

example of contrast being used to 
make a specific element standout

example of proximity being 
used to imply relationship



Rules of thumb for layout:
page size, eye flow/reading order, and white space

example of page size being chosen to 
facilitate printing on letter-size paper

example of directing eye flow by 
placing the most visually dense 

element in the upper-left corner 
(where reading order starts)

example of whitespace creating 
visual groups of elements for 
separate visually processing



Rules of thumb for color:
sparing, consistent, complementary, and accessible

example of complementary and accessible
color usage: a blue-orange diverging gradient 

employs complementary colors blue and 
orange, which are also both color-blind safe



Balance features with performance

Make it work; make it right; 
then make it fast (and 
elegant)

Prepare tidy data for 
aggregation and filtering

Use generic names for 
data fields/columns



Make it work; make it right; then make it fast (and elegant)

makers are most productive in 
this upper-half plane; see 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Law_of_triviality for a history 
of the term “bike-shedding”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_triviality


Prepare tidy data for aggregation and filtering

column names map to 
rows/columns/axes names; 
values in columns map to 

values in rows/columns/axes



Use generic names for data fields/columns

non-generic names require 
both column names and 

column values to be updated 
as new data become available



Keep it simple, yet enable data exploration

Customize tooltips

Use parameterized 
displays

Make data
downloadable



Customize tooltips

example of a tooltip allowing 
exploration of exact values 

used to produce a line chart



Use parameterized displays

example of a single parameter
allowing user selection of 
outcome data to display



Make data downloadable

example of a data 
download feature



Summary of recommended best practices

Needs Assessment and Project 
Scoping

Narrow "what if..." to 1-3 actionable statements

Get feedback on iterated prototypes

Prepare for maintenance and scope-creep

Rules of Thumb for Design, Layout, 
and Color

Design: contrast, repetition, alignment, and 
proximity

Layout: page size, eye flow/reading order, and 
white space

Color: sparing, consistent, complementary, and 
accessible

Balance features with performance

Make it work; make it right; then make it fast/elegant

Prepare tidy data for aggregation and filtering

Use generic names for data fields/columns

Keep it simple, yet enable data 
exploration

Customize tooltips

Use parameterized displays

Make data downloadable



Jason.Straub@ucop.edu
Isaiah.Lankham@ucop.edu

Your Feedback Welcome
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